Spatial Lightning Talks

Tuesday, February 19, 2018 | 12:00 – 1:15 PM
Interdisciplinary Humanities Center, McCune Conference Room, HSSB 6046

Dr. John Lee
Associate Professor, Department of History
“Race and Space on an American College Campus, 1886-1888”

Thomas Hervey
Graduate Student, Department of Geography
“Travel Spaces and their Stories”

Skona Brittain
SB Family School
“Space-Filling Curves”

Mike Johnson
Graduate Student, Department of Geography
“An R-based Ecosystem for Earth System Data”

Dr. George Legrady
Distinguished Professor, Media Arts and Technology Program
“3D Data Visualization Fundamentals from MAT 259 Course”

Dr. Keith Clarke
Professor, Department of Geography
“Where is Nowhere?”

David Gordon & Ethan Turpin
Local artists
“Model Mountain: Futures of Fire, Water and Climate”

Dr. Dan Montello
Professor, Department of Geography
“Fifty-Four Forty or Fight!”

Dr. Greg Hillis
Continuing Lecturer, Department of Religious Studies
“Mandalas: Buddhist Maps of Perfection”

Aaron Bagnell
Graduate Student, Department of Geography
“Fuzzy Oceans: Clustering Water Masses to Overcome Local Sampling Bias”

Ken Dunkley
Retired, UCD Food Science and Microbiology
“COOL Terroir: Place and the Character and Quality of Food and Beverages”

Tom Ekman
Graduate student, Department of Education
“Exploring a Watershed with Mexican Youth”

Lunch will be provided.
Please RSVP to:
https://goo.gl/forms/sigsZq5jxHuXz1A3
or email auppal@ucsb.edu